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زاهجلافئاظوةدحوذيفنتوةغايصىلإةساردلاهذهتفده:ثحبلافادهأ
ةيناثلاةنسلاةبلطلكلذوةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاماظنبيئاعولايبلقلا
يميداكلأاءادلأاةنراقمتمتوةبلطلاتايئرمميوقتبانمقامك.ةيكينيلكلإاةلديصلل
ةعومجمعمةلاحلاىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاماظنبمهسيردتمتنيذلاةبلطلاةعومجمل
.ةيديلقتلاةيميلعتلاتارضاحملااوقلتنيذلاةبلطلا

متنيذلاابلاط١٨١ىلعةيمكلاةيفصولاةساردلاهذهتيرجأ:ثحبلاقرط
تارضاحملاىلإ)ابلاط٧٧(١ةعومجملاتعضخو.نيتعومجمىلإمهميسقت
ماظنبتاعوضوملاسفن)ابلاط٩٤(٢ةعومجملاتقلتوةيديلقتلاةيميلعتلا
.نيتدحولالاكةياهنيفيباتكناحتماءارجإمت.ةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلا

ىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاماظنلايحتايئرملاىلعلوصحللةقثومةنابتسامادختسامتو
ةباجتسلااةبسنتناكوتاعومجملاعيمجنممييقتلاتاجردوةلاحلاةسارد

٩٣.٦٪.

ةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاماظنلوحبلاطلادودرتناك:جئاتنلا
ىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاماظننولضفيمهنأ)٪٧٢(٦٣بلاطلامظعمركذو،ةيباجيإ
نأنوكراشملاركذامك.ةعتممةبرجتمهفلاوملعتلالعجيذلاةلاحلاةسارد
طبريفمهاسو)٪٧٦;٦٧(يدقنلاريكفتلازفحةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلا
اذهمهنم)٪٨٠(٧٠لضف،كلذىلعةولاعو.)٪٧٨؛٦٩(ةسرامملابةيرظنلا
ماظننيمضتىلع)٪٨٠(٧٠قفتاو،لبقتسملايفمييقتلاوسيردتلانمعونلا
تءاجامك.ةيريرسلالبقامداوملاعيمجيفةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلا
ةيوئملاةبسنلاطسوتمناكثيح،ةبلطلاتايئرمعمةقفاوتمتارابتخلااجئاتن
ريثكبىلعأةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاةعومجميفرابتخلااتاجردل
ىرخأةنراقمتفشك.ةيديلقتلاةيميلعتلاتارضاحملاتقلتيتلاةعومجملابةنراقم
يفبلاطلاءادأيفنسحتنعةلاحلاةساردىلعمئاقلاسيردتلاةعومجملخاد
.ةيديلقتلاةلئسلأابةنراقم“ةلاحىلإةدنتسملا”ةلئسلأا
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Abstract

Objective: This study aimed to formulate and implement

a case-based cardiovascular physiology module for sec-

ond year clinical pharmacy (CP) students. We also eval-

uated the students’ feedback and compared the academic

performance between a case-based teaching (CBT) group

and a traditional didactic lectures (TDL) group.

Methods: This descriptive quantitative study was con-

ducted on 181 students who were divided into two

groups. Group 1 (77 students) underwent TDL and the

same topics were delivered to Group 2 (94 students)

through CBT. A written examination was conducted at

the end of both modules. A validated questionnaire was

used to obtain feedback from the CBT group regarding

CBT and their assessment grades (response rate - 93.6%).

Results: Students’ feedback about CBT was positive. The

majority of students, 63 (72%), preferred learning and

understanding through CBT, finding it an enjoyable

experience. Participants stated that CBT stimulated crit-

ical thinking (67; 76%) and linked theory to practice (69,

78%). Furthermore, 70 (80%) preferred this type of

teaching and assessment in the future and 70 (80%)

agreed to include CBT in all preclinical subjects. Students

feedback was supported by exam results: the mean per-

centage of exam scores in the CBT group was signifi-

cantly higher in comparison to the TDL group (81.2% vs.

79%, p value <0.05). Further comparison within the CBT
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group revealed improved student performance in “case-

based” as compared to “conventional” questions

(82.75% vs. 80%, p value <0.05).

Conclusion: Students greatly appreciated CBT, as it

stimulated logical thinking and active participation in the

class, resulting in improved performance in exams.

Keywords: Cardiovascular physiology; Case-based teaching;

Clinical pharmacy; Traditional didactic lecture

� 2020 The Authors.

Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Taibah

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-

NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-

nd/4.0/).
Introduction

There is currently a worldwide trend of shifting health
education from the traditional system (didactic lectures) to

case-based and interactive teaching.1 The traditional system
involves a teacher-centred approach and minimal student
participation. This teaching methodology focuses on teach-

ing students to give correct answers. The teacher usually asks
the students to define, describe, or list the facts, rather than
stimulating critical thinking, analysis, and application of

knowledge.2 Still some students like traditional lectures,
because they get the information quickly from the teacher
while listening.3 Some authors believe that traditional
lectures are the best teaching method for many students in

many circumstances; especially for transferring conceptual
knowledge, and where there is a significant knowledge gap
between lecturer and students.4

Traditionally, students in health care are exposed to non-
case-based lectures during the preclinical years. Interaction
in clinical conditions occurs later when students start their

clinical rotations.5 However, medical educators from all over
the world have realised that students should comprehend the
relevance of preclinical learning to clinical work. This can be

achieved by introducing case-based teaching (CBT) during
the preclinical years.6 ‘The goal of CBT is to prepare students
for clinical practice, through the use of authentic clinical
cases in various settings. It links theory to practice,

through the application of knowledge to the cases, using
inquiry-based learning methods’. Moreover, Abraham et
al. and Mc Lean et al. observed that "Case-based teaching

can also aid in the development and implementation of major
curricular reforms by facilitating the identification and
removal of unnecessary components of lectures".7,8 There

are various modes of delivery of CBT. Case-based teaching
in lectures is a novel teaching methodology that is a classical
combination of traditional lectures and modified problem-
based learning.9,10

Student feedback and exam results are the major in-
dicators used by various authors to compare traditional di-
dactic lectures (TDL) and CBT. Most authors have found

that CBT enhances logical thinking and long-term memori-
zation, which improve student performance on exams.11,12

Moreover, CBT enhances the application of knowledge
and therefore creates better health care professionals.11e14

However, in some studies, CBT showed no advantages

over TDL.15e17 In fact, some authors reported better exam
results with traditional teaching compared with CBT. One
randomised-controlled trial conducted to compare CBT

with TDL concluded that CBT was not appreciated by the
students, and that the method was ineffective at imparting
knowledge.18 Kassebaum et al. also found the traditional

lecture format to be superior in preparing for a written
exam compared with a CBT format.19 Various factors may
be responsible for these findings, including faculty
resistance for CBT, poorly trained faculty, poorly designed

curricula, unnecessary lecture content, inadequate lecture
objectives, poorly formulated case scenarios, poorly
delivered information, lack of interaction between students

and faculty, and poorly designed and conducted
assessments.11,12,15,17

Data regarding the effectiveness of CBT and student

feedback about this teaching method for undergraduate
clinical pharmacy (CP) students is very limited and incon-
clusive.20 In our teaching system, a unified physiology
curriculum is being delivered for all the health colleges,

including dental, clinical pharmacy, nursing,
physiotherapy, respiratory therapy. Therefore, we felt a
strong need to update the existing physiology curriculum

for CP students. The new curriculum will focus on
delivering the most relevant and required information. The
primary aim was to formulate and implement case-based

teaching of cardiovascular physiology for second-year clin-
ical pharmacy students and to evaluate student feedback and
satisfaction about this updated teaching method. The sec-

ondary aim was to compare the effectiveness of CBT and
TDL by student performance on exams. The study results
can be helpful in determining future strategies for curricular
reforms.

Materials and Methods

This descriptive quantitative study was conducted on 171
second-year CP students of the College of Clinical Phar-
macy, Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University Dammam

(IAU), from September 2017 to September 2018.

Grouping of the students

The study population was divided into two groups.

Group one (G1) received the Cardiovascular (CVS) Physi-
ology module via traditional didactic lectures (TDL). Group
two (G2) was taught CVS physiology via CBT.

Description of the module and lecture details for the TDL

and CBT groups

The CVS Physiology module for both the TDL and CBT
groups included eight lectures (1-h each), one laboratory
session (2 h) and two tutorial sessions (2 h each). Before the

beginning of both modules, all the related materials,
including PowerPoint slides, tutorials, and other reading
material, were made available to the students. Despite the
difference in teaching methods for the two groups, the

following measures helped to minimise the effects of

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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confounding factors on the exam results: same number of
credit and contact hours, same lecture objectives, same lec-

ture content, same facilitator delivering the lectures and tu-
torials for both groups, same grade point averages in
preparatory year (indicating comparable mental capabilities

and learning abilities), same exam formats (multiple choice
questions [MCQs]). Both exams were found to be highly
reliable and had almost equal difficulty indexes (CBT: 0.72

and TDL: 0.74) and Cronbach’s alpha/Kuder-Richardson 21
values (CBT: 0.85 and TDL: 0.81).

TDL (G1)

This module was delivered using a traditional non case-
based method without any vertical integration. Eight face-

to-face lectures were delivered to the students.

CBT (G2)

A cardiovascular team was formed for efficient formula-
tion and delivery of this module. The team included two

physiologists, one clinician specialised in CVS diseases, one
clinical pharmacist, and two final-year CP students. The
learning objectives, clinical scenarios, tutorials, vertically

integrated questions (to be used in lectures and tutorial ses-
sions), timetables, and assessment tools were finalised after
meetings and discussions amongst the team members. After

several meetings, eight case scenarios were designed and
finally approved. These cases were relevant, well-structured,
and focused. Special care was taken to provide a balance of
physiology and pharmacology, as providing unnecessary

information could ruin the goal of integration.

Large group interactive sessions (LGISs)

Case-based teaching was incorporated into LGISs and
tutorials. At the beginning of the LGIS, the facilitator
introduced a case scenario and lead a 10-min brainstorming

and discussion session among the students. Then the LGIS
was continued for the next 35 min. An interactive teaching
approach was adopted by pausing the LGIS at key points.

Various predesigned questions were also incorporated into
the lecture. The students were invited to integrate elements of
the case with the lecture objectives at various steps. Finally,
the key content of the lecture was summarised by the facili-

tator in the last 10 min. At the end of the session, the facil-
itator made sure that all the gaps in knowledge were filled, all
the queries were clarified, and all the learning objectives were

achieved.

Tutorial sessions

Further discussion on the case scenarios and related ob-
jectives took place in the tutorial sessions (two 2-h sessions).
Tutorial #1 covered the topics from lectures 1e4, and tuto-

rial #2 focused on the topics from lectures 5e8. (Two sample
case scenarios and trigger questions are provided in
Appendix A).

Formulation of integrated questions

Finally, the integrated MCQs were designed by the team.
This process was one of the biggest challenges faced by the
committee. Efforts were made to design the questions to
assess knowledge, application, and analysis (Blooms Tax-

onomy). A blueprint was developed, which provided a
reasonable distribution of the lecture objectives based on
Miller’s pyramid.21

The questions included were all multiplechoice questions
(MCQs). The cognitive level of the questions was classified
using Buckwalter’s Modification (Buckwalter, 1981) of

Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956). Level CI included
knowledge recall and simple understanding questions,
whereas Level C2þC3 included higher cognition testing
questions (application, analysis and evaluation questions).22

Exam questions were also designed as either case-based
questions or conventional questions on the basis of the
presence or absence of a case scenario. Highly focused case

scenarios were used in the stems of the case-based questions.
All these questions belonged to the C2þC3 level. There were
no case scenarios featured in the stem of conventional

questions, but they included both C1 and C2 questions.
A sample of two vertically integrated (case-based) MCQs

is provided in Appendix A.

Student feedback

At the end of the module, student feedback on case-based
teaching and assessment was requested from all cohorts of

the CBT group (94 CP students). No feedback was taken
from the TDL group, as this group was not exposed to CBT.
The measurement tool was a questionnaire (made up of 10

questions) developed by the authors, which had been based
on previous studies.14,20 The questionnaire was validated by
two experts in medical education. This was followed by pilot

testing and a test-retest reliability analysis carried out on 20
students. The reliability was found to be 0.807. The objective
of the study and all the terminologies used in the question-

naire were explained to the students. The questionnaire was
distributed to all 94 CP students, and they were given 15 min
to fill it out. The questionnaire and its detailed analysis are
provided in the results section (Table 1).

Comparison of exam results

Exam results were also included in the analysis. At the end

of the module, both the CBT and TDL groups were
administered a written exam. Each exam consisted of 25
MCQs. The exam results of the two groups were compared.

The types of questions on each exam (CBT and TDL) are
shown in Table 2. The CBT group was exposed to a greater
number of higher cognition testing questions compared with

the TDL group. Both exams were found to be highly reliable
as indicated by their Cronbach’s alpha/Kuder-Richardson
21 value (CBT: 0.85 and TDL: 0.81).

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version
20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics

for exam results, including mean score, standard error of the
mean (SE), and standard deviation (SD), were compared
between the CBT and TDL groups. An unpaired t-test was

used for this comparison, and a p value � 0.05 was
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considered to be statistically significant. The 10 items of the
feedback questionnaire were measured using a 5-point Likert

scale, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The 5-
point Likert scale responses were grouped as follows:
strongly agree and agree as agree, and strongly disagree and

disagree as disagree (Table 1).

Results

A total of 88 out of 94 students completed and returned
the questionnaire, for a response rate of 93.6%. Results of
the analysis of the 5-point Likert scale responses (agree

[combination of strongly agree and agree responses], disagree
[combination of strongly disagree and disagree responses],
and uncertain) are presented in Table 1. Seventy-two percent

of the students felt that CBT made learning enjoyable,
compared with 22% who did not. Most stated that CBT
stimulated their critical thinking (76%) and helped them to
Table 2: Exam question types for the CBT and TDL groups.

Groups Case-based

questions

Conventional

questions

TDL Group 0% 100%

CBT Group 41% 59%

CBT, Case-based teaching; TDL, Traditional didactic lectures.

Table 3: Comparison of overall student performance on exams

between the TDL and CBT groups.

Groups No. of

students

Mean

percentage

SD SE P Value

TDL Group 77 79% 3.90 0.43 <0.05

CBT Group 94 81.24% 4.81 0.55

CBT, Case-based teaching; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard

error; TDL, Traditional didactic lectures.

Table 1: Feedback of eighty-eight students from the case-based teac

Statement

The CBT made learning enjoyable.

The cases and trigger questions stimulated my critical thinking.

The cases were challenging but interesting.

The cases were focused and helped me to understand the link between

physiology and pharmacology.

The CBT helped me to link theory to practice.

The CBT helped me to grow more confident in my ability to perform

clinical work.

The CBT improved my attendance and motivated me to actively partic

the class.

I would prefer this type of teaching and assessment in the future.

The use of case-based questions is a better assessment method compar

conventional questions.

I think the CBT approach should be used in all preclinical lectures.

CBT¼Case-based teaching.
link theory to practice (78%). The majority of students
agreed that CBT improved their attendance in class (75% vs

14%), and helped them to grow more confident in their
ability to perform future clinical work (81% vs 11%).
Furthermore, 83% felt that the use of case-based questions

was a better method of assessment compared with conven-
tional questions. Seventy-nine percent indicated that they
would prefer this type of teaching and assessment in the

future. Eighty percent agreed that the CBT approach should
be used in all preclinical lectures.

Table 3 presents a comparison of overall student
performance on the exams between the CBT and TDL

groups. All the questions, including knowledge recall and
higher cognition testing, were included in this comparison.
The mean percentage of exam scores in the CBT group was

significantly higher compared with that of the TDL group
(81.2% vs. 79% and p value <0.05), indicating that CBT
enhances learning and understanding.
Knowledge and recall

questions (C1)

Higher cognition testing

questions (C2þC3)

44% 56%

32% 68%

Table 4: Comparison of student performance on higher cogni-

tion testing questions between the TDL and CBT groups.

Groups No. of

students

Mean

percentage

SD SE P Value

TDL Group 77 76.7% 2.15 0.31 <0.05

CBT Group 94 81.25% 3.70 0.42

CBT, Case-based teaching; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard

error; TDL, Traditional didactic lectures.

hing group.

Agree n (%) Disagree n (%) Uncertain n (%)

63 (72%) 20 (22%) 5 (6%)

67 (76%) 9 (10%) 12 (14%)

62 (71%) 14 (16%) 12 (13%)

77 (87%) 7 (8%) 4 (5%)

69 (78%) 9 (10%) 10 (12%)

future 71 (81%) 10 (11%) 7 (8%)

ipate in 66 (75%) 12 (14%) 10 (11%)

70 (79%) 11 (12%) 10 (11%)

ed with 73 (83%) 7 (8%) 8 (9%)

70 (80%) 9 (10%) 9 (10%)



Table 5: Comparison of student performance between case

based and conventional questions within the Case Based

Teaching group.

CBT

group

No. of

students

Mean

percentage

SD SE P Value

Case-based 94 82.75% 2.26 0.33 <0.05

Conventional 94 80% 3.31 0.39

CBT, Case-based teaching; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard

error.
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We also compared the exam scores between CBT and

TDL groups with regards to the higher cognition testing
questions Table 4. Significantly higher percentages were
noted for the CBT group compared with the TDL group
(81.25% vs. 76.7% and p value <0.05), indicating that

CBT improves cognitive and analytical thinking, which
results in better performance on exams.

Further comparison of student performance on case-

based and conventional questions was carried out within
the CBT group. The results showed that students performed
better on the questions with case scenarios, compared with

the conventional questions (82.75% vs. 80% and p value
<0.05) Table 5. In fact, adding a case to the question helps
the students link theory to practice, which results in a

better application of knowledge.

Discussion

The results of the present study indicated that most par-
ticipants in the CBT group enjoyed case-based teaching and
found it very useful. We also observed that supplementing

the lectures and exam questions with case scenarios results in
a marked improvement in both student participation in class
and their performance on exams. This is consistent with the

finding of prior reports.12,23 Case-based teaching is actually a
classical combination of traditional lecture and problem-
based learning.7 Although lectures are an excellent method
of delivering information to a large group of students,

conventional didactic lectures are usually monotonous in
nature and do not stimulate interaction, problem-solving,
or reasoning in the students.2,3,19,24 Introducing relevant

case scenarios and triggering questions in the lecture, with
guidance from the facilitator increases critical thinking and
active discussion, thereby converting passive lectures to a

more interactive session, even in large groups.25,26

We observed that the success of CBT depends largely on
the quality of the case scenarios. Jeggles et al. also demon-
strated that the ideal case for CBT should be relevant, real-

istic, engaging, challenging, instructional, enjoyable, and
based on a real-world professional context.13 In the present
study, 87% of the students responded that the cases were

focused and helped them to understand the link between
physiology and pharmacology. Seventy-one percent indi-
cated that the case scenarios were challenging but interesting,

and 72% reported that CBT made learning enjoyable.
Another major contributor to successful CBT was the

interactive mode of delivery.11 This was achieved by starting

the lecture with the case scenario for more student attention
and engagement. Moreover, the lecture was paused at
multiple key points, and predesigned relevant questions
were asked. This approach helped to link the theory to the

case. This interactive teaching method was also highly
appreciated by the students. The students were satisfied
with the CBT; they reported that the cases and triggering

questions stimulated their critical thinking (76%) and
motivated them to actively participate in the class (75%).
Other authors have also found that teaching through cases

enhances critical thinking skills and transforms the learning
process from a passive to a more interactive one.27

Regarding student satisfaction, most of the studies found
that students prefer CBT over TDL.23,24,28 However, Smits

et al. were less satisfied with the CBT.29

The effectiveness of this teaching method was supported
in the comparison of the exam results of the CBT and TDL

groups. The overall exam scores for the CBT group were
significantly higher than those for the TDL group. More-
over, the CBT group also showed better exam scores on

higher cognitive testing questions. Other authors have also
reported similar results, indicating that CBT promotes active
participation, provokes cognitive and analytical thinking,
and facilitates better understanding of the concepts. It has

been demonstrated that CBT supports long-term memori-
zation, which improves performance on exams.27,30,31

We also aimed to determine the impact of adding case

scenarios to the questions. This was achieved by comparing
performance on the case based questions with that of the
conventional questions within the CBT group. The students

performed better on the questions with the case scenarios
compared with the conventional questions. Eighty-three
percent of the students responded that ‘use of case-based

integrated MCQs was a better method of assessment
compared with conventional questions’. In fact, adding a
case to the question helps the students to link theory to
practice, which results in a better application of knowledge.8

These findings were in line with those of a previous study in
which 85% of the participants responded that placing the
students in real situations (case scenarios) and asking them

to apply their knowledge, enhances their analytical and
answering skills, and 89% of the participants agreed that
CBT was helpful in improving their exam scores.32

In contrast to our findings, some studies showed no sig-
nificant difference in the exam results between the CBT and
TDL groups.15,17 Some authors even found TDL to be

superior to CBT, and most of their students reported that
CBT was not effective in imparting knowledge or improving
their exam results.18,19 It is therefore very important to
identify the reasons for the differences in findings. Multiple

factors can be responsible for these results (i.e. faculty
resistance for CBT, poorly trained faculty, poorly designed
curricula, unnecessary lecture content, inadequate lecture

objectives, poorly formulated case scenarios, poorly
delivered information, lack of interaction between students
and faculty, and poorly designed and conducted assessments).

The above-mentioned problems can be solved by
improving the design and implementation of case-based
curricula. We expect our study to be useful as a tool for
this purpose.

This study had two major limitations. First, we could not
conduct the comparison on the same cohort of students
(although it was our secondary objective). The College of

Clinical Pharmacy’s administration did not allow us to split
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the same cohort of students into two subgroups, and to use
two different teaching and assessment modalities for them.

Therefore, two different cohorts of students were used.
Second, our results are based on the findings of a single
module. We therefore recommend future studies imple-

menting CBT in multiple modules, using the same cohort of
students.

Conclusions and recommendations

Based on the feedback from students and exam results, we
concluded that most of the students were satisfied with the

CBT and assessment, and they wanted to continue taking
CBT-based lectures in the future. Compared with TDL, CBT
enhanced logical thinking, facilitated active participation in

the classroom, and improved student performance on exams
through better application of knowledge and long-term
memorization.

This study can be used as a model for designing and
implementing case-based modules, with minimal resources,
manpower, and technology. Not only can the findings of this
study be beneficial for clinical pharmacy students, but they

can also be helpful in other health science disciplines, such as
medicine, nursing, dentistry, public health, physiotherapy,
and respiratory therapy.
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